CJSC “Kumtor Gold Company “(KGC) announces bid for the recycling of waste tires and tire
casing.
All candidates shall participate in the selection procedure at their own expense, and agree to the terms
of this procedure. Applications for payment of expenses incurred by candidates will not be accepted.
General information about conditions of the tender:
All applicants must submit the documents referred to below. Failure to submit all the necessary
documents within the deadline, as well as failure to provide requested additional documents may
result in disqualification of the candidate.
For all inquiries, the interested candidates may contact KGC via email:
Kumtor_localbuyer@kumtor.com
Applications for participation in the tender should be submitted in sealed A4 envelopes,
addressed to the “Chairman of the selection committee for the processing of waste tires at 24
Ibraimova Street, Bishkek, building “Uchkun”, 14th floor. The applications will be received
until till 5 pm, on May 16, 2014. Applications received after the deadline, or-requests that are sent
by e-mail will not be accepted.
KGC reserves the right to make a decision on distribution of quantity of used tires among recycling
companies and companies who can do retreading. Only those bids with the most favorable commercial
offers and compliance to requested criteria will be considered and successful bidder only will be
notified by KGC.
Description of the tender:
Removal of all types of used tires and tire casing with size (up to 40.00 R57), generated at the
Kumtor mine.
Removal of used tires only for the purpose of recycling into marketable products such as steel,
rubber, black oil, diesel fuel.
Removal shall be carried out on a regular basis on the dates agreed between the Parties.
Duration of the contract: December 2014
Minimum requirements for the contents of applications:
- Availability of copies of the certificate of registration with the Ministry of Justice, the constituent
documents, cards of taxpayer and the taxpayer's registration sheet;
- Availability of copies of all existing licenses and permits related to the process of recycling or
retreading of tires and tire casing;
- Proposed method of processing should minimize all negative impacts on the environment,
including emissions and discharges of pollutants into the environment, the accumulation of solid
waste;
- The proposed method should use/recycle as much as possible components of used tires and tire
casing, and with a maximum waste minimization;
- Availability of information on methods of restoring waste tires (for retreading companies);
- Information on the consumption of “end products” (copies of contracts);
- Proposed recycling method should meet all national technical, safety and environment regulations
or international best practices;

- Potential contractor should have existing operating equipment or at least be capable to upgrade or
invest into such equipment using own funds;
- Copies of documents proving availability of own equipment for recycling of used tires, passport
from manufacturer and document proving the right for operation in the Kyrgyz Republic,
- Proposed equipment detail (attach copies or proof of the ownership, rent or partnership documents
and specify the address for inspection of the home base and the equipment),
- Ecological passport of the enterprise and a copy of the certificate of quality products obtained
(when processing waste tires and tire casing into marketable products);
- Brief information regarding the largest tenders or businesses dealt with by the bidder in previous
two years (total weight of recycled tires),
- Provide information on available payroll personnel of the company and proposed contracted
personnel (list of the current company directors, employees and source of additional personnel),
- Availability of specialized transport for transportation of used tires from Kumtor mine or BMY to
the buyer’s base (copies of registration documents for vehicles),
- Description of liability or a copy of the buyer’s insurance policy or by his chosen carrier for any
damage to the environment or to third parties during transportation of used tires.
- The fixed price offer including all cost(taxes and fees, transportation costs, depreciation and
maintenance of equipment, salary + allowances and bonuses, sick leave, overhead, profit , etc.).
Companies who have the certificate in accordance to the ISO 14001 Environmental Management
System or equivalent, also OHSAS 18001 Management System for Safety and Health or equivalent
will have privileges in the selection of candidates.
Applicants have the right to offer any additional terms that may be used for better and effective
execution.
KGC obligations:
Reconcile the volumes and dates of removal.
At own expense and efforts, and on agreed dates, to load used tires into the buyer’s truck duly
weighed on truck scales before and after loading, or delivery of tires to Balykchy for collection by
the successful bidder if applicable.

